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**contact**

We are located on the Mision Bay Campus of UCSF, on the forth floor of Genentech Hall
Oren's office is S472
The Lab is S416
Rosenberg Lab
email Oren: oren [dot] rosenberg [at] ucsf.edu
Associate Professor Oren Rosenberg, MD/Ph.D.
Division of Infectious Diseases
Department of Medicine
The University of California, San Francisco

Office: (415) 476-9363
Fax: (415) 476-9364
600 16th Street, Floor 4, Room S472B
San Francisco, CA 94158

**For Lab Shipping (FedEx):**
Genentech Hall
Dept of Biochemistry and Biophysics
600 16th Street
Genentech Hall, Room S416
San Francisco, CA 94158
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